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Perfect for teenagers and youthful women who prefer to try fresh looks, 10-Minute Makeup
shows 50 versatile looks which can be created in only ten minutes. With detailed details on
basic techniques, products, equipment, along with special guidelines from stylist-to-the-
superstars Boris Entrup, 10-Minute Makeup shows that anyone can make glamorous runway
appears with these easy-to-adhere to, step-by-step guidelines and before-and-after shots.
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Actually didn't like how this book featured a lot of "corrective makeup Actually didn't like how
this book featured a lot of "corrective makeup. So maybe he left out advice on shades because
that's such an individual decision. Skip that one. Great Ideas. But also, be aware that there are
better and even more thorough books for beginners - and also better and more thorough books
for inspiration. The ideas and technique, while valid, assume understanding of application
methods, appreciation of colours and understanding of the various formulations and items. I
decided to look over this reserve with my niece who is 13. Wish the Photography Was EASIER
TO Show Them Off 10 Minute Makeup can be an easy to use/examine guide to creating 50
simple or dynamic make-up variations. It will be a perfect gift for an older teenager or someone
getting their first job, paired with among those huge makeup packages! There are a handful of
web pages of beauty suggestions for each age decade and some help techniques when make
up goes wrong. The publication is very well designed. I doubt that a lot of of the looks can be
pulled off in 10 minutes except by the most experienced. I cannot see myself flipping through
this publication again, but I do still get back to my Kevin Aucoin books, because even though
they are getting outdated, the looks are timeless and I always learn something new. I specifically
liked that we have photos and illustrations, helping to better illustrate the techniques and styles
better. The writer also smartly put a assortment of the after-image photographs in leading with
page quantities to make it no problem finding a specific style.As the title suggested, these are
super easy to recreate looks that don't have a large amount of time. There is very little
diversity.The only thing I didn't like (why I'm giving it 4 stars) is that it doesn't provide
information on what kind of make-up shades to look for when you are shopping to find the
results in the book. Nothing about the technique or last look is innovative more than enough to
intrigue make-up veterans. Imperfect Geared to teens and youthful women, this book provides
basic tips and techniques in addition to fifty distinct appears." Overall, I'd suggest skipping that
one.Alas this is not a publication for beginners. The step by step guide shows before/after
photos, illustrations with the makeup, tips, and tips to attain the looks.Almost all the makeups
are basic (just a few crazy ones, fortunately) but all are complete looks. Nor perform they might
need a wide range of tough to get or expensive tools/cosmetics.just how much more simple can
you get? My everyday morning routine goes something like this: moisturizer, brush on mineral
powder, a little blush on the cheeks, maybe mascara and lipstick.! Why not celebrate the
differences instead of wanting to camouflage it. I have pale skin (like about 75% of the versions
in the book), so I think I can manage, but I still could have liked to have observed it! Of course in
the event that you adopt one of is own appears and circle your eye with tons of reddish colored
and purple eyes shadow, no one will notice much else. Which brings me to my next point. Most
of the looks are much too editorial to be used for everyday or also special occasions. It appeared
that the make-up was wearing girls not the additional way around. Youth has a beauty all its and
burying it under a great deal of heavy makeup is just silly. Makeup should enhance not really
overpower and I doubt most parents, including Morticia and Gomez Addams, would allow their
daughters out of our home with a number of the looks.That being said, the book is of interest
with a hard cover and plenty of color photographs. But there are far better for both instruction,
discover Makeup Makeovers: Expert Secrets for Stunning Transformations,About Encounter:
Amazing Transformations Using the Secrets of the very best Celebrity Makeup Artist, or Jemma
Kidd Make-up Masterclass: Beauty Bible of Professional Methods and Wearable Looks and
inspiration Face Forward,Makeup Your Mind. Great book filled with makeup basics I really like
this book! It is fundamentally a beginner's help to 50 different makeup looks. She's beginning to
use make-up and I believed it'd be a great way for all of us both to understand something. It



offers step-by-step guidelines and diagrams - also what elements of your eyelids to place the
eyeshadow on - I love that!The book is broken down as follows: Fundamentals (skincare,
brushes and tools, products) and the 50 appears, with sections based on emphasis on
everything from concealer to eye lashes and smokey eyes.! Females, especially young females,
are subjected to so much unrealistic conditioning they are able to never be satisfied with their
appearance.. I've been told I've "good skin" (whatever which means) and just hardly ever got into
the make-up craze when I was younger. I've always read fashion magazines and have picked up
a few things here and there, but this provides all of the info you could need in a single place.This
book can be organized very well. Close to the front, now there are 2 pages with thumbnail
photos of all looks so that you can see them all at once and decide that you want to do that day.
:) It also has several details / technique pages covering base, concealer, blush, face forms, eyes,
pencil eyeliner, eyelashes, liquid eyeliner, lips, smoky eyes, and eyebrows. I must say i love the
contouring info on the building blocks page and plan to try this!In every, an excellent and
practical book disappointed only by the somewhat boring and often harsh photography. Play up
your square jaw, big nose or slim lips and celebrate your individuality. If you are clueless like me,
I assume you could take the publication with you and ask a salesperson the type of colors to
buy. It can, however, cover what types of makeup (base, blush, etc) and brushes to get." Not a
fan of makeup artists telling women what's wrong with their perfectly regular and beautiful
features.In any case, overall this is a wonderful book, ideal for anybody clueless or a beginner at
makeup! Simple tips for beginners and beyond I actually willingly admit that I know next to
nothing at all about gaining make-up. I was disappointed that the author adheres to the belief
that oval designed faces are perfect. I anticipate using this reserve to instruct myself! Although I
found the pictures of the after photos to be a little lackluster, I did value that the books can be
incredibly easy to follow and had some great information inside. The appears are "classic"
enough that this will not be useless in a couple of years, and they range from natural-looking to
very multi-colored (I believe all but 5 could possibly be worn during the day). The first thing we
both liked about the reserve was the picture index in leading challenging looks by amount, so
you could easily find someone to flip to. I love huge, glossy photos of intriguing makeup looks
and step-by-step instructions. The step by steps were easy to follow and the outcomes were
close enough, as long as you had the tools needed. There is not much to offer makeup novices
that might help improve their abilities (sweep one color of eye shadow across your eyelid. While
there is some good advice given, the majority of it is not particularly helpful or practical. I like the
basic approaches for applying base & I could see performing some fun experimenting with
some of the even more outrageous looks with my girlfriends when I was a teen. The book also
explains different tools & tells you those to make use of for a specific look. Knowing more info
on eliminating dark circles is excellent as well.There's some strange runway looks #43 through
#50. Many of the versions in the book are not very attractive without makeup. I suppose that
was done deliberately. Overall, there are some good tips to keep in mind, but this publication is
more fitted to a younger person in their 20's. Modern. Great modern constitute, from no
constitute look to even more dramatic. Easy to follow directions, it was refreshing after other
icon make up books I've (like Kevin Aucoin). It just less information and easier to look through
in the event that you in the hurry (like me mom of 2 toddlers who still enjoys make up and other
things;) Ideal for teens and adults That is an expertly illustrated book on how to apply makeup. I
found it actually easy to follow and picked up on so many fresh tricks. I looked more polished
after trying a few of the looks in this book. The book also information how to cut your routine
down to ten minutes. With a little bit of practice which book you can perform a full face within



ten minutes that is current and attractive. A perfect gift for teenagers that will keep them busy
for weeks. There have been a few tips sprinkled throughout, but they were few in number. Wow,
this is not what I expected at all! I've got an entire shelf of makeup books and I'm always
seeking to expand it. Geared Toward Younger Demographic Although this publication is aimed
even more toward a younger demographic, there are still lots of tips that are useful if you ask
me. And the images are WAY too theatrical to be utilized as a practical guide; almost all of the
ladies in here are wearing brightly-coloured make-up applied in every sorts of truly ridiculous
methods. I finished up giving this publication to my children so that they could flip through it
and look at the "funny ladies. Preceding the appears section are thumbnails of the various looks.
Great Book For Teenager Women and Young Women "10-Minute Makeup" by Boris Entrup is
definitely filled up with terrific and dramatic photos of versions' before, during, and following
shots. I love huge, glossy photos of intriguing makeup appears and . concealer. There are plenty
of ideas and directions on attaining a number of looks. Honestly, I thought a few of the models
looked better in their photos displaying them without makeup because they ended up with way
too much makeup on for their personality. Still, a fun book to check out if you're older and know
the majority of the concepts and suggestions are not gonna fly for you unless you're Tina Turner
or Cher. Definitely intended for teenagers and youthful adult females... I thought this publication
would show realistic approaches for applying make-up in a sophisticated way. For it saying that
we now have looks "from clean and natural to catwalk chic" I would agree although inside our
opinion they leaned mainly to catwalk. After pouring over 10-Minute-Makeup, I can't help but
feel somewhat disappointed, especially when in comparison to my Kevin Aucoin books. The
appears in this reserve are either excessively simple or on the impractical clownish side. Not
useful for learning everyday make-up methods. I'm not necessarily sure who this reserve is
meant for. For us though we found that a lot of the looks were very much to drastic for everyday
use and we ended up making tries to tone them down.. I myself am in my own mid 30s but will
always be a reluctant tomboy since no one ever taught me this stuff. The models are extremely
youthful with flawless complexions and full, pouty lips.). However, the more daring looks mostly
simply involve using garish, rainbow colours.Received as an ARC from the publisher.
Interspersed in the 50 designs are various techniques.
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